Contrasting Patterns of Code
Switching in Two Communities
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Recent Interests in the constraints on bilingual behavior. and in parucular
ccde-swirchmg . show trends which seem to have come full circle I By early
accounts (eg Labov 1971). the behavior embodied in code-switching was
the e xcepuon to the svsternatic and rule-governed nature of language varia
tion. Researchers such as Gurnperz and his students subsequently showed
convincmglv that code-switching was at least subject to pragmatic and/or in
teracuonal conditiomng . was highly sensitive to the characteristics of the
par ncipants. and could be used for a variety of conversational functions
«s Gurnperz and Hernandez-Chavez 1971. BJom and Gurnperz 1972.
Gumperz 1976/198:) The issue of purely lingUIStiC. or syntactic. constraints
on code-switchrng was either not addressed or dismissed with the claim that
there were none (e.g Lance 1975) Empirical studies of actual speech be
havior by among others Gurnperz (1972). Hasselmo (1970. 197:2). Pfaff
(19i9) and .\lcClure (1981). revealed regularities which soon caused lin
guists to reject this view and even to adopt the opposite extreme. leading 10
a proiiter J tIon of parucularistic and often poorly motivated statements of
precisely where to the sentence a bilingual mayor may not switch It was
soon seen that such ad hcc constr aints. though they might hold in a majority
or even all instances. were not generalizable from one language pair to an
other. or even across different studies of the same pair 10 different contexts.
Later the view that some more general constraints might hold. constraints
based on a universal compromise strategy of some sort. and predictable on
the baSIS of the grarnrnatical properties of the two languages involved in the
alternation. gained currency We return to this view below. More recent pa
pers have contested this uruversahstic approach (e.g. Bentahila and Davies
1983). or have situated constraints at other than the svntagrnanc level (e.g
Joshi 1983. Prince and Pinrzuk 1983). or have rejected all but some lan
guage-specific conditions. reminiscent of the positions of the earlier w ork
CIted above.
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In rev.e wmg rhis and other current work. two issues become obv rou
One IS th,n researche-s often confound drff e re nt bilingual behaviors. In
eluding code-switching. but also borrowing on the cornrnunuv and mdr. idu
Ji levels. Incomplete language acq u lSI [Jon. I nte rfere nee J nd even acce pta
blilty Judgements. and use them all as evidence about code-swuchrng put
terns, In this paper we stress that these lmgursuc rnarufe stauons of language
contact are fundarne nrallv drff ere nt . both In their constitution and In their
rmphcauons for the structures of the ;Jn~uJges Thus It IS r.logical to u,r: J
datum which rnav in fact be J fully Integrated .canwor d. like atto rne ; gOt
era! In English. JS evidence about word order violanons In French-English
code-swuchmg The second ivsue also pertains to the nature of appropriate
data: attempts at assessing the true status of these different buingua]
phenomena are Iuule unless they first disungursh community-wide from In
dividual. and perhaps idiosyncratic. behavior Conditions etuc.dared on
borrowing and codeswuchmg should in the fnt Instance be cornrnunnv
wide. or part of the brlingua: langue. since Individual rnanifest anons can
only be understood against the background of the community norms T oo
many \ anables which are crucial determinants of this behavior cannot be m
ferred without detailed knowledge of'

the brlrng ual ability of the Informant In each of the tanguages.
the detailed nature of the two monolingual codes In question as the v are
actually used In some bilingual cornrnunrty. and as drsunct from the
"standard- Varieties of either _and
.' the existence of particular cornrnurutv-sperrfic or "compromise" solu
tions to the problem of reconciling two codes with confhcung ruie s
within the same utterance _solutions which may be ungrammatical and!
or unacceptable In other comrnurunes
,

The nature of an utterance mvolving elements from more than one tan
guage may be predictable from a particular combination of these factors.
Yet there IS no way of Inferring this Information from anv hut systematic
examination of the languages as used In the speech community Thus use of
Informants of unspecified bilingual competences or linguisuc backgrounds.
or of Isolated or exceptional examples. without suuanng them Within pat
terns of community usage. IS simply' not relevant evidence for the existence
of norms of bilmgual behavior A sufficient understanding of an mdivrduais
bilingual behavior seems beyond the reach of any but systematic corpus'
based research carried out within her or his community,
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We rllusrrate the role of the speech community in understanding bilingual
behavior with a series of studies of two bilingual communities. which are
superficially similar from both sociological and linguistic points of view. but
which use verv different strategies for handling incorporations from En
glish. In so doing. we return to the issue of distinguishing different contact
phenomena. Early on. Haugen (1956) proposed that bilingual phenomena
be located along a continuum of code distinctiveness. with switching repre
senting maximal distinctness. integration (or borrowing) representing max
imal levelling of distinctions. and interference referring to an overlapping of
two codes. contrary to contemporary norms. While theoretically. these
categories are eminently reasonable, in real life. bilingual behavior is not so
easily classified. Indeed. as Hasselrno (1970) observed. although the inten
tion of the speaker may be to choose either to switch or to use an integrated
loanword. the constructions actually produced are often ambiguous.

Spanish/English Contact among Puerto Ricans
in New York
A first series of studies was carried out in a stable bilingual Puerto Rican
community in East Harlem. New York (e.g. Language Policy Task Force
1980. Poplack 1980. 1981). Analysis of data collected by Pedro Pedraza. a
group member. as part of a program of long-term participant observation of
language distribution and use in the neighborhood. revealed that code
switching between English and Spanish was such an integral part of the
community linguistic repertoire. that it could be said to function as a mode
of interaction similar to monolingual language use. An example of the SOrt
of code-switching frequently heard in this community may be seen in (I).
where in the course of a single utterance the language of the discourse oscil
lates from English to Spanish and back to English; and during each stretch
in one language there are switches of smaller constituents to the other.
(I) But 1used [Q eat the bote. the brain. And then theySlopped selling il be
cause tenian. este, le encontraron que tenia worms. [ used to make some
bote.' Despues yo hacia uno desos concoctions: the garlic con cebolla. y
hacia un maio..v yo dejaba que 51! curara eso for a couple of hours. (O-ll
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.But I used to eat the bote. the brain. And then they stopped selling it
bcause they had. urn. the y found out that it had worms. I used to make
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some boJe Then I would make one orthose concocuons: the garlic w u h
onion. and I'd make a sauce. and I'd iet that SIt for a couple III hourv

We examined a large number of these switches to find out how they
functioned in discourse (Poplack 1(80). One of the characteristics of this
kind of "skilled" or fluent code-switching (as opposed to switching for lack
of lexical or syntactic availability. and as opposed to [he "flagged" switches
we discuss below) is a smooth transition between L, and L: elements. un
marked by false starts. hesitations or lengthy pauses. And in fact. these data
showed smooth transitions between the switched item and adjacent sen
tence elements in 97 % of the cases. Other characteristics include an appar
ent "unawareness" of the particular alternations between languages (de
spite a general awareness of using both codes in the discourse). insofar as
the switched item is not accompanied by metalinguistic commentary. it does
not constitute a repetition of an adjacent segment. is made up of larger con
stituents than] ust a single noun inserted into an otherwise L: sentence.
and is used for purposes other than that of conveying untranslatable or eth
nically bound items. Again. only about 5 % of the Spanish/English switches
were used in one of these ways (ibid.).
Now. there are two purely linguistic problems that have to be soh ed in
the course of alternating between two languages without the benefit of
pausing. retracting. repeating. or otherwise indicating that you are about [0
pass from one language to the other. One is the resolution of eventual con
flict between the word orders of the two languages involved in the alterna
tion. In the case of Spanish and English adjective placement. for example.
where the basic Spanish order is N A and the basic English order is AN. a
switch to English after N means forfeiting the opportunity to produce A in
Spanish. while never having had the chance to say it in English. The second
problem is local morphophonologicaJ conflict between the two languages.
as when an English verb used in a Spanish context must be inflected for
tense and mood.
Detailed analysis of the Spanish/English code-switching data revealed
that there were only two general syntactic constraints on where intrasenten
tial switching could occur (Poplack 1980. 1981. Sankoff and Poplack 1981 ):
the [ree morpheme constraint. which prohibits mixing morphologies within
the confines of the word. and the equivalence constraint. which requires that
the surface word order of the two languages be homologous in the vicinity
of the switch point.
As a result of the operation of these constraints. sentences containing
switches turned out to be locally grammatical by standards of both Spanish
and English simultaneously. suggesting highly developed linguistic skill in
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both. Indeed. there were only 11 violations of the eq uivalence constrai nt .or
well under I 0;' of the 1.835 switches studied. though the switches had been
produced by both balanced and non-fluent speakers t Poptack l\l~()l
In considering how these latter were able to code-switch frequently and
still maintain grammancaluy in both languages. we found that the Puerto
Rican community in East Harlem could be characterized by three switch
types: tag. sentential and iruraseruennal. each requiring increasingly great
er control of both languages to produce. These were distributed across the
community according to bilingual ability. with the most highly bilingual
speakers SWitching mainly within the bounds of the sentence

Code-Switching versus Borrowing
Now the majority of the material Involved In the code-switching studies
cited above consisted of SWitches of sentences or consuruerus of sentences
which were unambiguously Spanish or English. But the smaller the
switched constituent. and particularly at the level of the lone lexical item.
the more difficult it is to resolve the question of whether we are dealing with
a code-switch or a loanword. Since a code-switch. by Haugen's definition.
is maximally distinct from the surrounding discourse. while a loanword
should be identical to recipient-language material on the basisof synchronic
considerations alone. differentiating the two might seem to be an easy mal
rer. However. superficially the two may be indistinguishable In appearance.
Phonological integration. an oft-cited diagnostic. may not provide a clue if
the speaker pronounces all his English words. whether borrowed or nor. ac
cording to Spanish patterns (i.e. with a Spanish" accent"). Morphology may
also be Irrelevant if the form requires no affixation. as in the case of a sin
gular noun. Similarly because of "interlinguistic coincidence" between
English and Spanish. syntactic stretches in the two languages are often ho
mologous. The co-occurrence of forms from two languages may also be due
to interference or incomplete second language acquisition.
In seeking a way to Identify full-fledged loanwords. a number of indices
measuring various aspects of the linguistic and social Integration of bor
rowed words were developed (Poplack and Sankoff 19~-11. These were
abstracted from the types of criteria used implicitly or explicitlv by scholars
of bilingualism (e.g. Bloomfield 1933. Fries and Pike 19~9. Weinreich 1953.
Mackey 1970. Hasselmo 1970. erc.) to characterize loanwords. and in
cluded measures of frequency of use. native language svnonyrn displace

rncnt . morphophonemic and/or vvntactic integration. and acceptabilitv to

nanve speakers.
The frequency of use and phonological intcgrauon indices were found to
measure phenomena which are closely related and proceed concurrently. a
result which provides solid confirmation of the claims in the literature that
borrowed words which are frequently used are made to conform with reci
pient language linguistic patterns' English-origin material integrated into
Puerto Rican Spanish. i.e. established loanwords: could thus be defined as
those concepts for which the identical. phonologically adapted designation
was used by many or all speakers.
In summary. in the bilingual behavior in the Puerto Rican comrnunitv In
East Harlem. there exists a mode of discourse characterized hy frequent
switching in a smooth and "un flagged" way between stretches of grammat
ical English and stretches of grammatical Spanish. the stretches consisting
of words. phrases. sentences or larger discourse units. In addition. there are
English lexical contributions to Spanish. manifested In terms of loanwords.
which follow a well-defined linguistic and social trajectory.
Moreover. there is an operationalizable dichotomy between loanwords
and switches. In the ideal case. a word or sequence of words which remains
phonologically. morphologically and syntactically unadapted to Spanish
could be considered English. i.e. a code-switch from Spanish. while one
which is integrated with Spanish patterns could be considered Spanish.
Though these criteria could not always be applied. for the reasons detailed
above. we also had recourse to the empirical findings that I) virtually all of
the eligible Spanish-English code-switches respected the equivalence con
straint. and 2) English-origin words which are used frequently are inte
grated into Spanish phonological and morphological patterns. Thus. given
any single English-origin word in Puerto Rican Spanish discourse. if the
same word was used by many speakers and hence uttered with Spanish
phonology and morphology. and if in non-equivalent Spanish-English
structures (e .g. adjective placemen r). it followed Spanish rules. then we
could consider it a loanword and not a code-switch.

French/English Contact in Ottawa-Hull
A second series of studies forms part of an ongoing research project inves
tigating the French spoken in Onawa-Hull-the national capital region of
Canada-and the effects on it of close and sustained contact with English
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(Poptacs 1983a). The Ottawa-Hull urban complex is divided by a river
which is both a geographic and linguistic border: on the Quebecside (Hull).
French is the majority and sole official language. while on the Ontario side
(Ottawa) it has minority status. One goal of this project is to characterize
and compare the French spoken in the area in both its status as official lan
guage and in its minority guise. Five neighborhoods were selected on both
sides ofthe border. each with a different proportion of English mother-ton
gue claimants. in order to test the hypothesis that influence from another
language is a function of the recipient language's status in both the im
mediate and wider environment.
Each was sampled according to strict random sampling procedures. reo
suiting in a fully representative sample of 120 francophones native to
Ottawa or Hull respectively. stratified according to age and sex. Lengthy.
informal interviews were carried out with informants by local francophone
interviewers.
As in the Puerto Rican case. negative stereotypes of the French ofthe re
gion and particularly of that spoken on the Ontario side are widespread.
especially as regards the effects on it of coexistence with English. Our on
going investigation of the speakers' own attitudes toward the language(s)
they speak reveals a complex system of linguistic values. not too dissimilar
from those obtaining in the Puerto Rican (and other minority) communities
(Poplack & Miller 1985). First the French language itself. though endowed
with affective import. is Widely seen as having less instrumental value than
English. with the inverse assessments made of English. On the other hand.
speakers commented freely on the "unfairness" of having to learn English
when anglophones rarely make the effort to learn French The use of En
glish in largely French contexts which we will examine below can therefore
not be Simply ascribed to prestige factors or "impression management".
Second. linguistic insecurity vis-a-vis European French (Ie francais de
France) is generally admitted. although Canadian varieties-with the nota
ble exception of informants' own dialects-r-are imbued with some covert
prestige. Not surprisingly then. the majority of informants on both sides of
the border feel that they personally do not speak "good French", charac
terizing it most frequently as anglicized and [oual 'slang'. Descriptions of
"anglicized F rench" included the metaphor of mixing. which we interpret to
refer to the widespread use of borrowing in the area as well as to code
switching, and another evoking "true" or intrasentential code-switching.
Interestingly enough. the latter was limited to Ottawa residents. who. as we
shall see, in fact engage in this type of SWitching somewhat more than the
Hull speakers. Indeed. Ottawa speakers showed far greater familiarity with
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code-switching in general. in terms of overtlv recognizing its existence. ad
mitting to engaging in it personally. showing neutral ratherthan negative at
fect towards it. and even correctly identifying their own reasons for doing It:
they claim that the English way of saying it is often shorter. more succinct.
and more apt or expressive.
The French speakers' attitudes contrast sharply with those ot' the Puerto
Ricans in the previous study Though the Puerto Ricans were also fully cog
nizant of the prevalence of code-switching in their community and saw no
thing wrong with It. their reason for switching was in essence because they
"were bilingual" and this mode of discourse was appropnare to their dual
identity (Attinasi 1979. also Zentella 1982 l. As a rule. they did not consider
that one language was better for specific interactional or conversational
purposes. or that certain concepts could be more felicitously expressed 10
one language than the other. We shall see below how this difference in at
titudes IS consistent with dramatically different code-switching behaviors in
the two communities.

Code-Switching in Ottawa-Hull
Turning now to the actual speech patterns of the Ottawa-Hull informants.
exhaustive examination of their incorporations from English in approxi
mately 290 hours of tape-recorded French conversations.' revealed some
1766 sequences which could be unambiguously identified as code-switches.
Note that though it was largely possible to distinguish code-switching from
borrowing in the Puerto Rican Spanish-English data. this is by no means al
ways the case. In Ottawa-Hull (as in many other bilingual communities l.
French discourse may contain liberal amounts of English incorporations
whose status as loanword or code-switch IS at first blush unclear. as they
may be consistent with both French and English morphology or syntax. as
10 the examples in Italics in (2):

en

a II yavail une band Iii qui jouait de la rnusique steady. pIS il yavait des
games de ball. pis ... ils vendaieni de I'ict' cream, pis II Y avail une
grosse beach. le monee se baignait. (M. L.18S8)
There was a band [here that played music all the time and there were
ball games. and ... they sold ice cream. and there ~as a big beach
where people would go swimming.'
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b. IIYavauroutes sortes de chambres la, tus ais la. un dining room.Living
room. un den. un [amilv room. un N!C room. mars .. mil neuf cent
quarre-vingt dix-neuf par mois. (L. M .117.. )
'There were all kinds 0 f rooms there. you know. a dining room. living
room. a den. a family room. a rec room. bUI ... SI999 a month
In the Ottawa-Hull region a large number of other bilingual phenomena
also intervene to further complicate identification. to which we return
below One thing seems clear. however. When we exclude the problem
category of uninflected single words (or compounds functioning as single
words). other sequences can be identified as to their language membership
on morphological and syntactic grounds. Thus the English-origin material
In italics below is being handled like French and not like English. receiving
French affixation in (3) and French word order in (4)
(]) Sont spoiles rotten. (JR/I528) 'They're spoiled rotten'.

(..) A COle II '! a un autre gros building high-rise: (MP/174) 'Next door theres

another big high-rise building.'
Determination of the status of such forms is treated elsewhere (Poplack and
Sankoff 1984. Sankoff and Poplack 1984. Sankoff, Poplack & Vanniarajan
(985); the discussion which follows is limited to the treatment of unambigu
ously English sequences in otherwise French discourse, i.e , to code
switches. as In the italicized portions in (5). b
(5)

a. On va avoir une depression Iii que we'll be rationed if we don't all die,
(1 Bn56)

'We're going to have such a depression that ... ·
b. les francais apprennenr I'allemand parce que they have
them econorniquernent la. (PX/I084)

10

deal witk

'The French learn Gennan because they have to deal with them
economically'
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Table I depicts the distribution of code-switches across the five neighborhoods sam
pled In Ottawa and In Hull.

OTTAWA (ONTARIO)
Vanier

HULL<Ol;EBECI

Basse- VilleWest-End Vieux-HulJ Mont-Bleu
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10

18
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8
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7
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7
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4

3

4

5

i
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~

17

2

0
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5

7'

4

0,7

0,7
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2

0,7

0.7

0

0

#

of speakers:

~.)

:~

2~

Function of code-switch:
Expression/rrnot juste"
Meta-linguistic
commentary
English bracketing
Repetition. translation.
explanation
Reported speech
Proper name
Changed interloc utor

Sentential
Intra-sen ten nat
Totals'

9

0.'
1O

:0

..,

13"

6

12'

-

3

5

2

6

552

423

51.1

148

°'0

I.'

°'0

~

136

Table 1. Functions of COde-switching in five Ottawa-Hull neighborhoods.
, Four sample members whose use of English greatly exceeded that of the other in
formants and whose status as French L speakers IS not clear. were excluded from
this study.
• Asterisks indicate that the effect is essentially due to that number of individuals .
. Percentages may not add up to 100 due to rounding.

We note first that in the Onawa communities. people tend to switch three
to four times as frequently as in Hull. bearing out the prediction of our
hypothesis regarding the Influence of English in the environment It is strik
ing however. that in all of the neighborhoods. on both sides at the border.
at least half of all the switches (and considerably more in Quebec) fall into
the same four major types: a) when the switch provides the apt expression
or what I will call the mOL juste . as exemplified In (6). b) the switch occurs
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while discussing language or engaging in meralinguisnc commentary. as in
(7), c) where the switch calls attention to or brackets the English interven
non by the use 0 fexpressions such as those in (8). and finally. d) in the con
text of explaining. specifying or translating as in (9).'
(6)

a CO:Sl un-o hard-boiled killer, /CD/I955) 'He's a hard-boiled killer'
b 11 dit, -Je veux pas avoir des dishpan hands (IMlI445) 'He says, "I
doot want 10 have dishpan hands"."
c. Ca aurau ere prooaotemenr le pays cornrnunisre ideal lao QUOIt un·
qUOIt Ia. (Px/gg~) 'II probably would have been the ideal communist
country',

(7)

a Je rnadresse en francais, pis s'il dil - I'm SO,.",", ben la je recommence
en anglais. (MMRJ3~5J) '1 begin In French and if he says. -rm sorry",
well then I start over in English.'
b. Mais II dit , "c'eSIdur pour nous-autres: It. la. Its. vois-tu? Eux-autres,
cest rienque the", (RMI2538) 'But he says. "It'S hard tor us: le.La, It'S.
see" They only have the.'

00 a. Mais Je to: gage par excrnple que .. ' excuse mon anglais. rnais les odds
sont 1.1.. (CDnI6) 'But I bet you thai, . excuse my English. bUI the
odds are there'
b J'ai accepte ie Seigneur lao ben ... jerais comme sur un ... cloud nine,
ctoud nine qu ilsappetlent. (MCI~4 76) 'I accepted the Lord then. well
.' 1 was like on a ... cloud nine. cloud rune , as [hey say.'
(9) a, Je suis un peu trop anglicise. anghtie. anglicized, (GF/1361) .1m a 111

tle too anglicized. anglified. anglicized.'
b 1'al etc aU!o.S1 pour acupuncture Connais-tu ca de l'acupul1crurt~'1 also
went for acupuncture. Do you know what acupuncture is"
c. J'ai achere une roulone. un mobile home la. une maison mobile, (GFI
83) 'I bought a trailer, a mobile home. a mobile home.'
Use of English fulfills other functions as well. however on a more individ
ual basis. Thus English may be used to report speech as in (10). but this is
mainly limited [0 one or two speakers in each neighborhood. Similarly. a
few speakers opt to designate proper names having both English and
French designations in English. as in (11). Informants of course switched to
English when addressing interlocutors other than the interviewer. although
the opportunity only rarely arose. even in the Ottawa neighborhoods. de
spite the fact that there is more chance there to use and hear English. Even
here. the effects are inflated by the presence. during a small number of in
terviews. of individuals the informants generally address in English. Fi
nally, switching to another language may of course be used to fiJI lexical
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gaps This is how we interpret the behavior we have classed under the cate
gory of false starts. self-corrections and disfluencies (12).
( 10) Pis il nous a appeies des g renouilles . hein? Bon. des frogs Ben. j' ai cit.
jai dit , "Iess " . jai dit. "mavbe we re a fro g. but we're nOI dumb": Pis il
dit. "what do .\lOU mean?" J'ai dil. "we learn (0 sWim" Ben, j'ai dit ".I'OU
never seen a fro g who don't swim. hein?" Ben.11 dit. "no", Ben ja: dit.
<voure (00 STUpId". ral du. ".1'011 don ( swim". II dit , "sure", II dit. "f can
swim-, [I dit. "sure". Well, / .5u.vs-j'ai dit. "sho ...' II (0 me", (R~1/:!~f>2)
And he called us frogs, you know" Well. frogs (Eng ), Well. I said.

"Jess". I said. "maybe we're a frog, but we're not dumb" And he savs.
"what do you mean?" I said. "we learn to swim". Well. 1 said. "'OU
never seen a frog who don't swim. eh?" Well. he says. "no". Weil.l said.
"you're too stupid". I said. "you don't swim", He says "sure" he says.
"I can swim". He says "sure", Well. I says-[ said "show It to me",
( II) a. ll avait Ie choix soit dalter dans larrnee , dans Navy ou dans 1',-\"
Force, (A B12179)
'He had the choice either to go into the Army. the Navy or the Air
Force',
b. Montreal
[m"ntRil:lJ - rnoae al]"
Ontario
- oraajo]
[antesiou
IGA
- i3 e :1]
laijie)

(12) a. Le- ie- le-spontaneite de- de- de- de- the spunk. de la faire. (RC/&J)
The- the- the- spontaneity of- of- of- of- the spunk to do it.'
b. C'est- c'est pas distor-v tu sais, it's not distorted. (GF/2:!:!2)
'It's- u's not dlstor- you know .. .'

Even this use is quite rare. and almost non-existent in the Quebec neigh
borhoods. However. switching to English for anyone of the latter functions
is only sporadic in comparison to the first four, Indeed. wherever anyone
of them appears to have a meaningful effect. this is invariably due to one or
two individuals with a particular predilection for the type in question. as in
dicated by the asterisks on the Table,
Comparison of behavior in the Quebec and Ontario neighborhoods re
veals subtle difference in the uses to which code-switching is put beyond the
frequency differences noted above. as can be appreciated graphically in
figure I.
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Here we see that in the three Ottawa neighborhoods code-switching to En
glish tends to be done to provide what is perceived to be the best way of say
109 a thing, or the mot JUSle. a finding which is consistent with the Ottawa
speakers' description of their reasons for switching: to designate items for
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which the French equivalent has already been displaced (Poplack & Miller
1985). This use generally far outweighs the others. In Quebec. on the other
hand. switches to English are largely restricted 10 rnetalinguisuc commen
tary. a device having the effect of showing full awareness on the part of the
speaker of using English. In the upper-middle class Mont-Bleu neighbor
hood of Hull. this strategy accounts for more than 1/3 of all the data.
whereas the working-class Vieux Hull shows an intermediate pattern."
Their linguistic behavior is also consistent with their own favorable at
titudes towards proper speech, their belief that Interventions from English
are due to momentary lapsus. as well as their altitude that good French must
of necessity exclude anglicisms.
Now the use of code-SWitching to fulfill particular discourse functions,
and especially functions such as the ones we have outlined here, is hardly
new, This functional or "semantic" approach was introduced by Gumperz
over a decade ago (e .g. 1976/1982, Blom and Gumperz 1972) and has prolif
erated amongst students of the school of "interactionist sociolinguistics"
ever since (e.g. Elias-Olivares 1976. Huerta 1978. Auer 1981. Valdes 1981.
DI Luzio 1984, Heller 1984. among many others),
The aim here is not to enter into the interpretation of the "meaning" of
these individual switches; indeed it is st ill unclear that each has a stateable
meaning beyond the rough labels assigned them, Rather. ( want to focus on
the global function all of these code-switches fulfil/In the discourse: that of
flagging. or breaking up the speech flow, and the consequences of this for
the investigation of purely linguistic constraints on code-switching. Perhaps
the most noteworthy feature of Table 1 is the drarnancally reduced fre
quency in all neighborhoods of spontaneous code-switches at a tum bound
ary within the same interaction, as in (13). switches of full sentences or in
dependent clauses. as in (14). and especially, intra-sentential switches as In
( 15).

(13) Interviewer: C'esr juste un peut micro, il \I a une dip tu peux rnettre sur
Ion gilet la. 'It's JUSt a small mike. there's a clip you can pur on your
swearer.:
Informant: I'm a star.
(14) Parce que I was tnere and la seule raison cerait parce que

je voulais
oublier louie, (J BI996)
'Because I wasthere and the only reason was because I wanted 10 forget
everything.'

(15) a. Tu sais. les condamner a chaise elecinque or que cest qu'ils

qu'ils voudraient. (CDll909) 'You know, condemn them to the
electric chair or whatever they want.'
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b

FaUI que tu pack. your

0",,'1

au Basics. (KCl336) 'You have to pack

vour own at Basics.'
c Le gouvernernent de lOnta no
((;'J/8):!) 'The government of

is

an eaual opportunitv emplover

Ontario.

Thus the kind of behavior we had designated as "true" code-switching (i.e ,
in which individual switches cannot be attributed to stylistic or discourse
functions) in the study of the Puerto Rican community. where it was largely
confined to skilled bilinguals in appropriate. in-group interactions. is a
minor phenomenon in the Ottawa-Hull French study. Table I shows it does
not exceed a small percentage in any of the communities studied. This de
spite the fact that the participant constellation. mode of interaction and
bilingual situation appear to be largely similar to those in the Puerto Rican
study
To recapitulate, where the Puerto Ricans code-switched in a way which
minimized the salience of the switch points. and where the switches formed
pan of an overall discourse strategy to use both languages. rather than to
achieve any specific local discursive effects. the Onawa-Hull speakers do
the contrary, They draw attention to their code-switches by repetition. hesi
tation, intonational highlighting. explicit rnetalinguisnc commentary. etc,
and use the contrast between the codes to underline the rhetorical appro
priateness of their speech. We saw from Figure I that this is an overt strat
egy in the Ouebec communities. covert 10 Ontario. In contrast. the irnpossi
bility of systematically inter preting code-switches in terms of any converse
nonal function in the Puerto Rican materials has already been demonstrat
ed (Poplack 1980)
Now the moc juste is most frequently a noun phrase or an idiomatic ex
pression The equivalence constraint on intra-sentential code-switching is
thus satisfied trivially or is not pertinent. either because the conditions for
placement of this form are homologous in French and English. or because
of the devices the speaker uses to deliberately interrupt his or her sentence
at a code-switch boundary. as in (16), where a potential grammatical viola
tion is remedied in just this way.
(16) Fan que laben.je paye un peu rnoins en-cornrne on diraitenanglais. according
a que c'esr que [e fais. (OM/1)2) 'So. well. I pay a little less in- as they say in
English. according to [Fr. selon I whal I make"

Thus the data provide few "interesting" tokens which could be used for or
against the validity of the equivalence or other purely linguistic constraints
on intra-sentential code-switching.
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Code-Switching Differences between
Communities
To what should the differences in code-switching patterns between the Ot
tawa-Hult and New York Puerto Rican bilingual communities be ascribed?
They cannot be due to linguistic (i.e. typological) differences between the
two languages as compared with English. as these are minor and relauvelv
few in number It is more likely that at least part of the divergence between
the two studies is due to differences in data collection techniques: the ran
dom sampling methodology used in the Ottawa-Hull study required that the
interviewers. though of French Canadian ethnicity and local origin. nor be
group members in the strict sense. as opposed to the participant observation
technique employed in the Puerto Rican research, For the same reasons.
the large number of speakers interviewed in five separate neighborhoods
precluded establishment of the familiarity resulting from years of observing
and interacting with the same group of informants on a single city block
Moreover. though interventions in English from the Ottawa-Hull infer
rnants were never actively discouraged. they were not overtly encouraged
either (by interviewer participation in the code-switching mode l. The ap
proach in these interviews was basically French. in keeping with our original
goal of studying the French in the region. Since the optimal conditions for
code-switching arise when all factors: the setting. participant constellation
and situation are considered appropriate. this may account for the prepon
derance of "special-purpose" code-switching in Ottawa-Hull. as opposed to
its virtual absence in the Puerto Rican study. Attractive as this explanation
may be. however. it should be pointed out that we have no non-anecdotal
evidence. either from the interviews or from systematic ethnographic ob
servation. that there exist situations or domains. untapped by us. where in
trasenrential code-switching is the norm.
Until such evidence can be found. therefore. we cannot reject out of hand
the possibility that these results may represent a true difference in corn
rnunicarive patterns. albeit one which has no simple explanation based on
a summary comparison of the characteristics of the two bilingual contexts.
The situations of French in Canada and Spanish in the United States share
superficial similarities as minority languages. though French has been in
contact with English longer than Puerto Rican Spanish has; it has the status
of official national language in Canada while Spanish enjoys no such pre
stige in the United States. and French Canadian ethnics are neither as visi
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ble nor as highly stigmatized as are Puerto Ricans in New York. Yet none
of these observations seem directly relevant to the code-switchmg patterns
discussed above. Indirectly. however. the different social. historical and po
litical factors have led to differences in attitudes towards use of English in
the two situations. which themselves may be partly determinant of the con
trasting code-switching patterns. These attitudes may reflect the fact that
bilingualism is seen to be emblematic of New York Puerto Rican identity
(as compared both with Island Puerto Ricans and non-Puerto Rican
anglophones) whereas in the Ottawa-Hull situation. knowledge of English
does not appear to be associated with any emergent ethnic grouping. In
deed. bilingualism among francophones (rather than anglophones) has
traditionally been the outcome of contact throughout Canada (e.g Lieber
son 1970). Differences in professed affect toward English and toward
switching may also playa role.
Moreover. although there is evidence that different methods of data col
lection may lead to quantitative differences In code-switching behavior
even on the part of the same speaker (Poplack 1981). we have no reason to
believe that this should result in the nearly categorical qualitative differ
ences observed here: the sum of sentential. intrasentential and spontaneous
switches at a turn boundary does not reach ~ % of all of the Ottawa-Hull
data. while the proportion oftlagged or special-purpose switching in Puerto
Rican Spanish does not exceed 5 %.
If the differences between the two communities are indeed due to true
differences in communicative strategies, then this shows a much greater
awareness on the part of Ottawa-Hull francophones of their usage of En
glish during French discourse than most casual observers would have ex
pected. But even if the result is an artifact of our methodology, i.e. is due
to perceived Inappropriateness (because of social distance along the axis of
familiarity). we have the striking result that this reaction is neither Idiosyn
cratic nor the property of a small group, but is a community-wide pattern,
Its interpretation would then be that in situations where ("true -) code
switching IS perceived to be inappropriate or has not been negotiated. the
response is not necessarily to eschew usage of English altogether. but to use
it in ways that show full speaker awareness. Such usage corresponds well
with both Ottawa and Hull speaker perceptions mentioned above regarding
the role and value of English.
This finding raises other questions concerning the background assump
tions of the French speakers in our study. As Gumperz (1982) has pointed
out, bilinguals do not ordinarily engage in code-switching before they know
whether the listener's background and attitudes will render it feasible or ac
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ceprable , Rather they begin interactions with a series of probes aiming to
establish shared presuppositions. In addition. the most favorable condi
tions for code-switching according to him (p. 70) are ones where speakers'
ethnic identities and social backgrounds are not matters cf common agree
ment. The situation amongst the Onawa-Hull speakers is somewhat differ
ent. Shared ethnic identity is established before the onset of the interac
tion.!'' No "probing" as to language knowledge appears in these interviews
Instead. members appear to equate French Canadian ethnicity with knowl
edge of both English and French. an assessment which is not always correct.
as can be seen in the exchange in (18). which recurred not infrequently be
tween interviewer and informant.
(18) INFORMANT
INTERVIEWER:
INFORMANT
INTERVIEWER:
INFORMANT:
(INFORMANT
I~TERVIEWER:

INFORMANT:
INTERVIEWER:
INFORMANT:

II Yavait de la wrestling PI~ de la boxe pIS ...
Le wrestling. c' etait quai ca ~
Le wrestling. quand les-les wrestlers la. comment
ceque ... .,
Ahouais ouais. okay.
De la luue
There was wrestling. and boxing and.
Wrestling. what was that?
Wrestling. when the-the wrestlers. how do
you ... ?
Oh yeah. yeah. okay.
Wrestling (F t ))

Thus in the Ottawa-Hull region. members' implicit ascription of bilingual
competence to each other (d. Auer 1981) includes the (founded or un
founded) presupposition of competence in English. On the other hand their
usage of English is calculated to demonstrate their own full awareness of
doing so

Code-Switching vs. Other Bilingual Phenomena
The discussion in the previous sections was based on some 1700 stretches of
English-origin material which could be unambiguously identified as code
switches. However. there are thousands more which cannot be so identified
in a clearcut way. In an earlier pilot study involving ~ of these same speak
ers (Poptack 1983b). we extracted some 2300 English-origin forms consist
ing of a single word (or a compound functioning as a single word) from an
exhaustive search of their recorded interviews. These were the words oper
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arionally excluded from the code-switching data base. as described 10 the
previous section. although some may in fact be code-switches.
Recall that in the Puerto Rican case we were largely able to distinguish
borrowing from code-switching even for lone lexical items. How can we as
certain the status of the English-origin words in Ottawa-Hull French dis
course"
The straightforward case is that of certain high-frequency forms which
are integrated into local French. These forms tend to recur across speakers.
to have a single French phonological rendition. and to behave like bona
fide loanwords in Ottawa-Hull French. It should come as no surprise that
most are also attested nation-wide in other varieties of Canadian French
(e.g. chum. gang).

In other cases. forms may seem equally linguistically integrated into
French as in (19). but the frequency criterion is unclear or non-existent.
(19)

Je ser ais pas capable de roper avec.

(L~1/1086)"

couldn't cope with it.

Indeed with studies of the spoken language. even in a data base of this size.
most borrowed words are relatively rare. such that those that occur tend to
do so only once. Even in the lengthy recorded conversations with our sub
sample of ~ individuals. we were only able to identify about 500 English
origin words. or about 20 %. which were used by at [east ovo different peo
ple. This renders the status of words like coper indeterminate for the time
being.
The situation is further complicated by the fact that "momentary" or
nonce borrowings" coexist with the integrated loanwords. and the distinc
tion between them is not necessarily recoverable from the structural fonn of
the word. Occasionally the free morpheme constraint. which prohibits mix
ing phonologies within the (code-switched) word. can be circumvented
through the mechanism of momentary borrowing. The examples in (20)
show unadapted English morphemes conjoined with French verbal and par
ticipial affixes.
(20) quiter

[kwl're]

enjoyer
traveler
grower
polishait

[EnjYje I
[tRZv1Ie\
(gRO 'wei

shockes
drowne

[S;l:lk"ej
[daawne ]

[p'QI~IJEl
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This is In contrast with the Puerto Rican usage. which permitted no En
glish root with Spanish affixes unless this root was first integrated into
Spanish phonologically and sociologically. but seems to be at variance with
the usual French Canadian treatment of integrated loanwords as well.
The Ottawa-Hull franco phones also make use ot several other strategies
which allow them to combine the lexicons. word-formation rules and
phonological rules from both languages. ASide from the fully Integrated
loanwords. synchronically indistinguishable from native French lexical
items. we find other words (of greater or lesser frequency) which do not ap
pear constrained to take on the same phonological form. even when utterec
by the same speaker (see also Mougeon et al. 1984). Thus we fmd coexisting
examples such as the ones in (21) (Miller 1984):
(: 1) meetings

tough
any",ay( s)
whoever

[mi'ti!)1
[t0fl
[rnewe]
(UEVRI

('miDi!)1

!En;wez!

[rev 1

[t"J\f]

[UEV~RI

Alternatively. and more surprisingly. the French affixes are occasionally
rendered in an anglicized way. sothat the entire word will have English pho
nology but French morphology.
afforder

[~'f:lRDe)

relaxes

[R;'lzkse)

for
for

(abide I
1_;lak'sel

(This Situation is further complicated by the fact that English retroflex [R]
has penetrated t he French phonological system and presently co-varies with
apical [rl and velar ['ll) even in French-origin words) And in many other
cases where the phonological systems differ minimally. only the affixes can
be identified as to language (e.g. mover 'to move' [mu'vej). In addition. a
wide range of English items may be borrowed "momentarily" by means of
a pattern which is also widespread in other French-speaking comrmmities in
Canada. This is a distinctive stress pattern applied to English-origin words
in predominantly French discourse. but never to French words. and never
in English discourse by the same speakers if they are fluent bilinguals.
(Among speakers less fluent in English. Il forms pan of the stereotypical
"French Canadian accent", but the interesting fact here is its use by fluent
bilinguals in the restricted context of nonce borrowing.)
Briefly, the main word stress rule shifts the heaviest stress to the right
most syllable within the word in French. and to the leftmost syllable in Eng
Iish. The two languages also differ as to their rules for assigning syllable
stress, or beats. A compromise between English and French stress assign
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rnent patterns appears 10 be taking place in polysyllabic words (and even
frozen expressions) of English origin occurring occasionally in French dis
course. as in (22):
(2:) de s alcoholics
[zlbhcillkj
le s neighbors
[neybas]
des arguments
[iRgjum;,ntj
J'airne avorr du peace and quiet Ip'iys?n kwriJ;,t]
'I like having peace and quiet.'

Here we find main word stress assigned according to English rules. shifting
stress to the left. while syllable stress is assigned according to French pat
terns. Final syllables which would normally be unstressed schwas in English
thus receive secondary stress,
The resulting word-structures have no counterpart in English or in
French. and constitute an example of the innovative solutions which evolve
in given speech communities. Their particular function here appears to be
to allow nonce borrowing of an English word without "switching" to En
glish (i.e, producing it in English), while still informing the interlocutor that
one is attending to the fact of uttering an English word. (These forms may
also be accompanied by one or both of rising intonation ~ and the
punctuant la. which have the further function of bracketing these words.)

Discussion
What are the implications of these results for a general theory of bilin
gualism') The striking contrasts between the patterns of English influence in
just two not very dissimilar communities do not augur well for any simple
deterministic view of bilingual behavior. Nor are they promising for at
tempts to impose global restrictions on the purely linguistic level.
However. the development of any kind of discourse based on more than
one code must eventually corne to terms with the structural differences be
tween them. For Puerto Ricans. code-switching perse is emblematic of their
dual identity. and smooth. skilled switching is the domain of highly fluent
bilinguals. The use of individual code-switches for particular effects or func
tions is relatively rare in intra-group communication. consistent with the
perceived ability of either language to fulfill any communicative need. The
equivalence and free morpheme constraints are simple and natural
strategies to achieve this kind of discourse.
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The French-English example presented made clear another point: evalu
ation of the equivalence or any syntactic constraint is a fruitless pursuit in
situations where "smooth" code-switching is not a community-wide dis
course mode. Here. English use as well as speaker altitudes towards it are
consistent with high-lighting. flagging or otherwise calling attention to the
switch. Indeed. in order for the switch [0 accomplish its purpose--be it
rneralinguistic commentary. finding the mot jus/e. providing an explanation
and so on-it must be salient. and should not pass unnoticed. One by
product of this is the interruption of the speech flow at the switch point. ef
fectively circumventing a grarnrnaticality requirement or rendering one un
necessary.
On the other hand. the high rate of use of borrowed material. integrated
or not. well-established or momentary. appears to be serving largely refe
rential purposes. so that these should occur without fanfare in the flow of
discourse This explains to some extent the wide range of strategies current
in this community to handle English-origin material. in addition to code
switching and fully integrated borrowing. From the brief description of
some of these given in the previous sec tion, it should be evident tha t they do
not necessarily show the same regulanties or restrictions as the other
phenomena. and must be studied in their own right. Moreover. none of the
characteristics of the languages involved in the alternation. the contact situ
ations or other aspects of the bilingual context would have permitted us to
infer or predict the differences in code-switching patterns outlined here.
In concluding. I have been using the term "code-switching" here to refer
to the alternate use of two codes in a fully grammatical way. in the same dis
course. and even in the same sentence. Others use "code-rnixing ", "code
shifting" or other terms for the same pur pose, and this poses no problem.
What is important is that this phenomenon be clearly distinguished. first
conceptually. and then operationally as much as possible. from all the other
consequences of bilingualism which involve not alternate use. but the truly
simultaneous use of elements from both codes. And within this latter cate
gory. lexical borrowing on the community level should be kept distinct from
"rnornentarv" or "nonce" borrowing by individuals. on the one hand. and
on the other. from incomplete acquisition and language loss. Not least im
portant. all of these phenomena should be distinguished from speech errors
which involve elements of both languages. and which may be properly con
sidered "interference". Of course these distinctions are easier to label than
to operationalize. in practice. one type of behavior may fade into another.
And given a simple utterance containing words from two codes there is not
necessarily any Q priori way of distinguishing a switch from a loanword from
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one ot the other results of language contact discussed here What appears
to be the same phenomenon may have a different status from one bilingual
community to another.
This leads to my final point. What data are appropriate to the studv and
categorization of these phenomena? Clearly. If we are presented with a sen
tence of unknown pedigree containing elements from two codes. we cannot
be sure of anything. We need 10 know the community patterns. both
monolingual and bilingual. the bilingual abilities of the individual. and
whether the context is likely to have produced speech in the code-switching
mode or not.
Similarly. an acceptability or gr amrnancaliry judgement does not reveal
whether the Item in question is a grammatical code-switch. an established
loanword. or a commonly heard speech error among ~ (earners. And if the
linguist has such difficulty making these analytical distinctions. It IS unlikely
that the informant should know the answers intuitively.
For an understanding of language contact phenomena. even more than in
monolingual studies. corpus-based research on language use in well
documented contexts is indispensable. Sub jective reactions. acceptability
judgements and intuition all have their place. bUI they must be tied to
knowledge of the community

Notes
, We ~ratefullv acknowteiIge the support of rhe Social SCience and Humaniues Resear cn
Council of Canada who funded the project of which this research f orms pan Earlier versIons
of this material were presented at the fourth Scandmavian Svrnposiurn on Bilinguausrn. and
rhe fihh Intemanonal Conference on Metbods In Dsatectotogy The term -communlrv"rs used
in this paper to refer variously [0 the /liew York Puerto Rican speechccmrnunuy. Onawa-Hull
(rancophcnes. and [he particular neighborhccds in which thev live. This ~ ordmarv langua~e
usal1e: we do not impure ro each the ensemble of connotauons someurnes associated wuh the
notion of "speech communuy". Thanks to Francois Grosjean Raymond Mougeon. Edouard
Beniak and Daniel ValOIS who read and commented on this paper
: The code identifies the s~aker and example number
, See Mougeon et al. 1984 for an opposing point of view In a siruaucn of language shill
• As opposed to nonce borrowmg and other types of language rmxture discussed belo ...
• The svsternanc combinl1 of such a lar~e dara base was made possible bv aurornated manipu
lation of the compurer ized Onawa-Hull French corpus to extr ac: English sequences which had
been idenufied as code-switches dunng transcription (see Poplack ~983a).
• Our baSIC procedure was to oper anonaliy exclude Single nouns (or compounds functioning
as smgte nouns) unless [here was contextual evidence to tndlcare rhe~ were being treated as
code-switches (as tn the examples tn (8») lncorpor aucns of sinl1le English clemenls from other
grammatical categories were retained as code-switches. wnh rhe exception of those which are
euber well-oocumented asloanwords (eg so: Roy 1979. ~ougeon eral. 1983)_or which in the
Onawa-Hull COIPuS sarisf~ the Irequency cruerron for loanwords.
- These categories and the others which follow are rough labels for discourse behavior rather
than analytical constructs. and include discourse strate~ies along wrth linguistic categone s
The former will obvrousty show some overlap. as a srngte utterance can accomplish more than
one funcnon In discourse. Since our concern here IS 10 assess the amount of attention called to
or mcuvauon for an English imervennon. switches were classed preferennatly InIO caregones
most ciearly reflecting this. Thus bracketing of a switch took precedence over its function to
provide the mot JUJU. etc.
• R = retroflex r.
• In fact both the largel~ monolingual French Vieux Hull and the hlghl~ bilingual Basse- Ville
of Onawa show intermediate patterns: in each neighborhood some peopte behave more like
Onawa speakers and others more like Hull speakers 11m is no rSufll(lstng-<ode-swuchin~
panerns could not pomblv be determined solely bv neighborhood of residence. being depend
ent on so man~ Other factors (in panicular. proticrencv in English. Vanier and Wesl End have
man~ more hlghl~ pr ofcienr English speakers. to whom the mor lusl~ presumablyoccurs easily
in English. Basse- Ville 15 more evenly divided between speakers of high and low proficiency )
as welL More surprising IS the regulaTII~ which does obtain here. We focus then on the gross
differences between Onawa and Hull
•• B~ the response of the porenual mf ormant t o rhe interviewer's quest for a -francophone
born and raised in the region" and bv the interviewer's assessment of the -nariveness - of his
French.
" Grosjean ( 1982) refers to these as "speech- borrowmgs.
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